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SPORT AND DIPLOMACY:  TWO SIDES OF THE SAME COIN? 
 

Should sport be related to 
politics?  
This question would be 
answered by the common 
sense with a strong No. 
However, those two 
apparently diametrically 
distant entities have 
something in common: 
competition. Aristotle in 
Politics used to define the 

human being as a social animal (ζῷον πoλιτικόν). However, it is necessary 
to add something to this statement. Indeed, victory and the maximization 
of efficiency represent one of the most important features of the particular 
agglomerate of atoms and emotions named man. Indeed, the origin of 
conflicts between States and individuals can often be retraced in the never-
ending race to success. We should therefore say that human being is not 
just political, but a competitive animal. A Zῷον ανταγωνιστικός. 
 
Should Olympic delegations be a synonym of diplomatic bodies? 
The last ninety years have shown how the most important sport event the 
genius of learned people could create, namely the Olympic Games, and 
diplomacy, can be positively or negatively linked together. Once upon a 
time, in a small world dominated by Greek city – States, Olympiads meant 
military truce. The latter (ekecheirìa) started a month before and ended a 
month after the games. The Greek writer Pausanias (II s. a.C) states that 
the Games bore from a political act: the agreement between two Kings in 
order to make Olympia e neutral territory, and the Games a moment to 
stop hostilities. 
Nonetheless, all 
along the centuries, 
the ancient spirit, 
even if today it is 
critically evaluated 
by historians, has 
changed. 
Undeniably, politics 
has often been like a 
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slip – knot on the neck of athletes, passing with tanks and State flights on 
their heads, ambitions and hopes.  

 
Indeed, from Antwerp 1924, when the defeated States of World War I 
were excluded from the games, and Berlin 1936, the Nazi – Olympics, 
called by Hitler “An infamous festival dominated by Jews”, the world 
started understanding how easy it would have been for governments to 
confuse soldiers and athletes, weapons and javelins, battle fields and 
athletic tracks.   
The Cold War represented the moment in which this tendency reached its 
peak.  
Ready. Set. Go. 
Melbourne 1956: the Republic of China declined its offer to participate to 
the Games, not accepting the presence of Taiwan, while Egypt, Lebanon 
and Iraq decided not to leave for Australia as the IOC did not listen to the 
request to deny Great Britain, French and Israel the participation to the 
games as a punishment for their attack during the Suez Crisis. Furthermore, 
after the invasion of Budapest by the USSR army, Holland, Spain, Ghana, 
Guatemala, Malta, Panama and Swiss (even though they regretted their 
choice, but could not come back on their steps as all the flight for 
Melbourne were booked), prevented their athletes to participate. 
Montreal 1976: almost half of the African continent did not join the other 
circles of the Game’s symbol in order to fight against the admittance of 
New Zealand, guilty of having played rugby against the South Africa of 
apartheid. Secondly, Moscow 1980: almost 40 countries decided not to 
send their delegations following the USA decision to reply to the USSR 
invasion of Afghanistan. In that occasion the Italian newspaper Guerin 
Sportivo, an Italian review on politics and sport, wrote: “We are for sport 
who want to struggle for peace […] even if we believe that our yes to the 
Olympics would be considered as hypocrisy, small – minded approach, 
willingness to isolate from world’s problems ”. Unfortunately, Italo Cucci’s 
appeal was not listened, even though Italy participated with athletes such 
as Pietro Mennea, competing under the Olympic flag. In the official 
discourses the most used world was: mir. Peace. A wish for the future. The 
answer to this boycott did not arrive late, and it has precise words: “It is 
known from the very first days of preparations for the present Olympics 
that the American administration has sought to set course at using the 
Games for its political aims. Chauvinistic sentiments and anti-Soviet 
hysteria are being whipped up in this country.” The USSR decided not to 
participate to Los Angeles 1984.  
 
The Korean peninsula: how to learn from the past 
Not all bads come to harm. Northern and Southern Korea know that 
sentence very well.  
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Yesterday, in 1988, North Korea, together with Cuba, Albania, Seychelles 
and Ethiopia, decided to react to the denial of hosting half of Seoul Olympic 
Games by not participating to them. Not only: in 1987 two North Korean 
agents placed a bomb on a Korean Airlines Flight, that exploded over the 
Andaman Sea, killing 115 people. 
Today, North Korea and South Korea decided to make their athletes 
compete together for the Winter Olympic Games of Pyeongchang. It was 
not as easy. Firstly, there were international sanctions to be bypassed. 
Indeed, the UN prevented luxury goods to be transported and sold to 
North Korea. However, Samsung had already signed as official sponsor of 
the Games, promising to offer to athletes a Galaxy Note 8, and the ice 
hockey team needed a specific material hockey sticks. The latter has been 
GIVEN to the athletes, trying to prevent the same situation that occurred in 
Auckland, when the Korean team tried to compete with wooden hockey 
sticks that were consequently substituted by carbon sticks, borrowed by 
the New Zealand team only for the duration of the competition. 
Furthermore, the hockey team was not sponsored by Nike, sponsor of the 
Games, in order not to violate the USA sanctions to North Korea. Last but 
not least, Choe Hwi, President of the National Sport Committee of North 
Korea, cannot in theory move from his country, as he is under obligation by 
the UN not to pass those borders. Surely, during the Opening Ceremony 
someone decided to show the flag of their own country. However, some 
others stood up aligned in the decision of marching under the same 
symbols, united by the common, not political, feeling of sport. Still, it is the 
first time after twelve years of separation. It is true: a part from the female 
hockey players other athletes will participate for their own countries. Still, 
it is the first time that a common team is settled. Step by step. This 
participation represents a first contact after years of high tensions between 
the two States.  
May it be the opening of a new diplomatic channel? The Lausanne meeting 
of January 20th that decided for the common participation of those ever – 
conflicting countries was happily named by Thomas Bach, President of IOC 
a milestone of a long journey. Mr Moon, President of South Korea, and Ms 
Kim, sister of North Korea’s head of regime, shook hands at the opening 
ceremony. The Major of Seoul named Bach as the true creator of peace in 
the Korean Peninsula. 

“The Olympic spirit 
has brought two 
sides together that 
for too long were 
divided by mistrust 
and animosity. The 
Olympic spirit has 
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brought real hope for a brighter future for everyone on the Korean 
Peninsula. This initiative gives all parties the chance to reflect on what the 
future could look like, if we were all guided by this Olympic spirit”. (in the 

picture: Thomas Bach shaking hands with North Korea’s Olympic Committee President and 
sport Minister Kim il Guk, left, and South Korea’s Sport Minister Do – Jong – Hwan, right).  
On March 5th a South Korea delegation, composed of the Head of the 
National Security Office and the Head of the National Intelligence Service, 
visited Pyongyang. Moreover, on March 29th there the two States met, in 
order to plan the high level panel that will take place on 27th April. The 
latter has been defined as a historical morning. It was the first meeting 
after 2007. Blue tie, the colour of unification, for Moon – Jae – in. A step on 
South Korean territory for Kim Jong – Un. Two hands shaking, two 
applauding countries. The two leaders than planted together, in the DMZ, a 
tree dated 1953, the Korean War armistice year. They consequently signed 
the Panmunjom Declaration for Peace, Prosperity and Unification of the 
Korean Peninsula.  
Bach admitted it: this is a story that is not going to end here, as sport 
cannot create peace on its own, but at least it has the power of opening 
the way with powerful symbols. 
 
Charlie Chaplin in The Great Dictator used to say: “You the people have the 
power to make this life free and beautiful, to make this life a wonderful 
adventure”. Governments should learn not to use sport as a blind and 
powerful mean in the iron hand of politics during international crisis. 
Indeed, they should identify it, and big events such as the Olympics, as a 
unique occasion to sit down around a table to discuss and to realize how 
good the taste of peace is. Together, human beings can apply sport values 
to real life. It is not a case if Sport has been defined as one of the most 
important soft powers in the world. Sport diplomacy can be an instrument 
of global diplomacy, as Philippe Vinogradoff used to say. Why not?  
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North and South Korea delegations marching under the Korean Unification Flag 

 
 
By Magdalena Greco 
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